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1) - In this note we want to evaluate the rate of increase of transverse
beam size and momentum spread in ISR, due to multiple Coulomb scatte
ring within one beam(1). -
The model we can assume for the transverse motion is that of an
oscillator Eiubject to random variations of momentum AqT:
(1)
Neglecting the solution of the homogenous equation. the solution
of (1) canbe writtenas
-l Jt AqT(t ' )
y(t) :::; lA). sinw(t'-t') 4. ~(t'-t.)dt'.
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We areiriterested in theaverage value (average with respect to
the random'varia.ble··· lrQT)"·of'.y2(tl: Assuming
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and that <. 6qT(t) is slowly varying with respeet to fAJ ,one has,
neglecting fast oscillating terms,
and
~ <,y2(t) '>
d t
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where~C and q are the velocity and momentum of thle particJle, R is the
machine radius and \J is the betatron wave number.
In the same way, writing the energy of a partic1e as
E =E (1 +p)
's '
where Es is the energy corresponding to the centraI orbit inthe ring, we
have
(5)
and
2 ,42C 2 t 2(p (t)) = E2~j <ÒQl{t')>> dt'
s
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In what follows we will evaluate <6Q:(t), <6Q;(t). "> .
S~ncethes~quan~itieswillbe functi.onof theheam, dimensions and
energy spread we will limit Qursel,.ves tothe evaluatiémof (4) and (6).
This will allow us to see that the rate of variations of beam dimensions
3.
and energy spread are small on a Urne scale gìven by the beam Ufetime
and henee that the effeet is negUgìble.
2) - Let us consider two partieles whose displaeement and rnomenta
wìth respE~ct to a referenee trajectory (RT) of are length " S" are defìned
by
(7)
( 8)
~P. = o<.(s)S.(S') +,1(s)x.(s) + /,(s) z.(s),
l - l l - l
n. =q {(l+p.) ot. (s) + ~ (s) x! (s) + "II(s) Z!(s)},
.::lI s l - - l ..L.. l
ì = 1,2
Where ~, ~ , 1. define an orthonormal trìad on RT (~ ìs tan-
gent to RT andé is theprìncipal normal); qs is the momentum of a
partìele following RT; x' and z' are the derivatives with respeet to s
of x and z., and p, x, Z, x', z' are aH assumed to be small eompared
to one.
'l'hen ina seattering event defined, in the eenter of mass, (CM),
system of the two partieles~ bythe polar and azimuthal angles ", ~
the three components. of the momentum ql' qr' qv along the dìreetions
0(, A , .!. ehange by the quantìties
( 9)
(10)
( 11) =+ -21 9 sin XcoS 't' ,
- x
where /'0 := (q~C2 + m~G4)1/21(.moc2), (m
o
ia the rest mass),
9 = 'xl' - x' \ g, = l z' z.' \ 9 =(g2 + g2)1/2.x 2' z 1 - 2' x z
'l'he relatìons (9), (10), (11) have been evaluated assuming that the
velocity of the partieles in the C M system is non relativistic, and that
one ean neglect seeond order terms in the quantities ~Pi, ~ - qs~ , 4.
Notice. that, to first order in éPi' 9.i - qs~' the momentum va-
riations do noi: depend on Pi.
Let us eall
(12)
4.
any one of the tiq/q defined by (9), (10), (11).
We are interested in the average square value of momentum va-
riation per unit Ume. This can be evaluated by using the function P( E. )dE.
whichgives'the number ofscattering events per unit Urne producing a
momentum variation é in the ìhterval € -E. +dé .
p ( €o) is defined by
P(f)
(13 )
where 2vr((;}) is the relative velocity in the C M system of two particles
defining anangleQ and
(14)
p(g) = jd(dP1)d(~P2)d9.1d9.2P(etP1'9.1)p(aP2'~2) x
x ÒeS p 1 - ~ P2) ~l.Q - Q(xi, x;, z~, :~;)l,
P( Spi , qi) being the distribution function of the positions and momenta.
Assuming the beam to have a gaussian distribution in the tran-
sverse phase-space and a uniform distribution of longitudinal positions,
one obtains, for 9 = Qx' 9 = Qz
(15 )
(16)
(17)
where V, the beam volume, is given by
v = 41T,L [<.x2 ) <z2)11 / 2
N is the number of particles per beam, <x2), <. z2> , <x· 2) , <z·2)
are average square values of transverse position and velocity, and L is
the ISR circumference. .
In the case of 9 = IQ =(Q; -t Q;) 1/2 one obtains for p(~l) a more cor:~
plicated expression which implies theuse of a computer to obtain
«~ql/q)2> . (2)
5.
Hence, for simplicity, we assume the beam width to be larger
than the hÈ~ight, in which case, with good approximation, p(9) reduces
to p(9x ).
Then one obtains,
(l8)
(19)
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where 1'0 is the classical p1'oton radius.
In this formulas the function F is given, whithin approximations
valid for the ISR case(3), by
2
00 e-~t[l 2 1 lF(~) = j dt 34 + t (lnt - 4)
1 t
This function is plotted in fig. 1.
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6.
;l'he quantities)...l' '>\ r' ~ v are related to the minimum momen-
tum variations which can occur in a scattering evento
From the Heisenberg Principle one has
(22)
where dm is the maximum impaet parameter, which we assume to be
equal to one half of the average distanc e between particles:
(23)
and ~ c ~ 2 x 10-14 cm is the proton Compton wave ..length.
Then the ).. 1S are defined as
(24)
(25)
(26)
3) - We make now a numerical evaluation of (18), (19), (20). Since
the effect decreases strongly with energy we assume l'o == lO, ;S ~ 1;
for the other parameters L ~ 9.4 x 102 m,
< 2 ..... 1/2 l::::! 3 < 2> 1/2 ~ 1 < 12> 1/2 "'5 10-4 < 12)1/2....,x '" cm, z cm, x _ x ,z _
~ 1.5 x 10-4 , V ~ 8. 75 (betatron wave number),' N =2 x 1014 .
From this we obtain
dm ~ 1. 3x 10.. 3 cm;
~1 rv 9 x 10 .. 20 cm;
À v ~ 9 x lO··18 cm.
From fig. 1 it follows
Em :::! 1.5x 10-12 cm;
~r ~ 10<16 cm;
F(~.) ~ 61 3v ..
7.
Hence we obtain
,Ò.ql 2
9.4x10- 12.( (-_. ) ) ,."
qs
,6.q r 2) ,.., 2.56 x 10- 13.«(--)
qs
·~qv 2)
x 10-14.«(--) ,." 8. 3
qs
Finally from (4), (6) we obtain
; t <x
2) ~ 3. 7 x 10- 7 cm2/sec
; t <Z 2:> ~ 1. 2 x 10- 7 c m 2/ s ec
:t<p2) ~ 9. 4 x 10- 12 sec- 1
a result which shows that the effect is completely neglìgible for a time
scale of the order of ten hours.
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